With an annual growth rate of 16.2% of taken photos a year, researchers predict an almost unbelievable number of 4.9 trillion stored images in 2017. Nearly 80% of these photos in 2017 will be taken with mobile phones 1 . To be able to cope with this immense amount of visual data in a fast and accurate way, a visual information retrieval systems are needed for various domains and applications. LIRE, short for Lucene Image Retrieval, is a light weight and easy to use Java library for visual information retrieval. It allows developers and researchers to integrate common content based image retrieval approaches in their applications and research projects. LIRE supports global and local image features and can cope with millions of images using approximate search and distributing indexes on the cloud. In this demo we present a novel tool called F-search that emphasize the core strengths of LIRE: lightness, speed and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Visual information retrieval and content based image retrieval have been around for years. In academia, it has been extensively reviewed (cp. [9] ) and a lot of different approaches have been developed. However, early commercial software did not result in a broad application of visual information retrieval. Newer visual search engines took other approaches, like TinEye 2 with providing visual information Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
MMSys'16 May 10-13, 2016, Klagenfurt, Austria retrieval technology as a service, or LegalZoom 3 , which does a search for similar visual trademarks for the clients. Others focused on specific domains, like copyright infringement, medical retrieval, or near duplicate detection.
However, nowadays, visual information retrieval builds on the academic achievements of successful research and a lot of different approaches, techniques and methods are available. Applied research then adapts the methods to new data and new domains. For this, it is crucial to have a common foundation that agrees upon algorithms and software implementations. Such a foundation can prevent developers and researchers alike from re-developing well-known approaches. A common, free and easy to access knowledge base is the main goal of LIRE.
LIRE provides the most common and well working approaches to content based image retrieval. Implemented as a Java library, it allows easy integration in existing software environments. LIRE builds on Lucene 4 , which is a wellknown and well maintained text search engine. Furthermore, LIRE has been employed in academic research, teaching and real world scenarios alike. One major installation is at the UN headquarters in Geneve, Switzerland, running the visual trademark search at the World Intellectual Property Organization 6 . Fig. 2 shows a screen shot of the WIPO's Global Brand DB. There, a textual search for the term "clouds" is combined with a visual re-ranking based on a query image using PHOG [3] . Besides visual trademark search, LIRE has been employed for instance in asset management, copyright violation detection, and media monitoring. In the academic world, LIRE is used for feature extraction for classification, as base line for retrieval evaluation, for video search and summarization and as library providing image search for user interface and knowledge discovery projects.
LIRE
LIRE aims to be easy to use as well as easy to built new services on. If for instance new features are to be tested, developers and researchers only need to implement the feature interface including the serialization and extraction. Everything else then is done by LIRE, including parallel indexing, local feature aggregation, hashing, as well as approximate and linear search. This allows researchers and developers to focus on their features instead of having to implement the whole search engine.
LIRE supports multiple global and local features out of the box, to allow for easy comparison of new features to existing and well-known ones. Most notable global ones are CEDD [6] as well as the related features JCD [7] and FCTH [5] , PHOG [3] , the Auto Color Correlogram [11] , Local Binary Patterns [18] , CENTRIST [23] , and the MPEG-7 features [4] Edge Histogram, Color Layout and Scalable Color.
5 https://github.com/dermotte/lire 6 http://www.wipo.int/branddb/en/ Local features are based on the OpenCV implementations of SIFT [15] and SURF [2] . For retrieval the bag of visual words approach [21] as well as VLAD aggregation of local features [14] are supported. In addition to that, LIRE fully implements the SIMPLE [12] approach to using global features on local image patches with configurable key point detectors.
For indexing, LIRE supports linear search as well as locality sensitive hashing [8] with a specific implementation of bit sampling. In addition to that, LIRE supports a permutation based approach called metric index [1] , which adapts to image domains better than the hashing based approaches and employs inverted files for indexing [10] .
PERFORMANCE
There are two main performance indicators for a image retrieval runtime: (i) performance on a single machine and (ii) scalability. For indexing, there are two main entry points. One is at the level of feature extraction, where indexing has to be handled by the users of LIRE. The more convenient approach is to use the parallel indexing routine provided by LI-RE. It is configurable by supporting custom pre-processors, making use of multiple cores, and producing a Lucene index, which can easily be merged with indexes built with the same parameters. Thus, indexing is fully scalable.
For linear search, three optimizations are supported. These are, (i) memory cached search, where all image feature data is stored in memory, (ii) multi-core-search, where the search is run in parallel over index partitions, and (iii) DocValues based search using a mechanism of Lucene, where RAM and disk serialization are heavily optimized. With a GPU based approach, which is currently under development for indexing and searching video streams, indexes with up to one million images can be queried in 3ms for a resolution of 856x480, and 18ms for images with a resolution of 1920x1080. For more than a million images, LIRE provides approximate search techniques based on hashing [8] and permutation indexes [10] . Moreover, the index can be partitioned and search results can be merged to get more accurate results and at the same time increase speed [19] .
Retrieval performance is shown in Table 3 . The employed data sets are SIMPLIcity data set [22] , the UKBench Recognition Benchmark Images data set [17] , the Uncompressed Colour Image Database (UCID) [20] , and the INRIA Holidays dataset [13] . While not being able to publish all possible feature and aggregation combinations, we aimed to give an overview on the performance. Retrieval features marked with a (G) in the Table 3 are global ones, i.e., Auto Color Correlogram, CEDD, Color Layout, Edge Histogram, JCD, Local Binary Patterns and Scalable Color. Global features marked with an (SB) are used on local image patches by employing the SIMPLE approach [12] with a bag of visual words aggregation. The number complementing the SB gives the number of visual words for this particular test. CVSIFT and CVSURF are the SIFT and SURF implementations from OpenCV, respectively. The (B) with the number indicates the use of the bag of visual words aggregation with the given number of visual words. (V) and (SV) denotes the use of the VLAD aggregation techniques for local and global features. In the latter case, the SIMPLE approach has been used to create local features first. The number of visual words is a lot smaller due to the VLAD aggregation.
SIMPLICity [22] UKBench [17] UCID [20] Holidays [ Table 1 : Feature performance on four data sets. The X in (X) denotes: G for global, B for bag of visual words and V for VLAD aggregation. S for Simple, SB and SV denote bag of visual words or VLAD aggregation. 
DEMO
To show some of the aspects of LIRE, we present here a novel image retrieval and result browsing application. It utilizes the core strengths of LIRE: small footprint and minimal API, speed and accuracy. The difference to common image retrieval search engines is that it is a combination of browsing and searching, where users implicitly select the image features that match their sense of similarity best. At the start, the user provides a query image. Then, the search engine retrieves results using different pre-selected features. If users are for instance interested in similar colors and shapes, they can pre-select four different features that represent these attributes. After the users picked the features and used the query image to get the first results, they can explore the available results in four partitions, each representing the results for one feature. Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 show the desktop application. The query image is shown in the center, lines in the background of the results show the partitions. Users can navigate in the images and selecting an image results in a new search using the selected image as query. Therefore, users can browse the data set based on four different features. Artists and photographers for instance could find and browse images that share a either similar composition or color distribution at the same time. For example in Fig. 1 CEDD and SIMPLE CEDD give color based results with the latter providing different results as it is a localized version of CEDD, whereas PHOG and Edge Histogram (EH) based searches are returning images with similar composition. Fig. 3 shows the same composition of features for a different query image.
Moreover, we are testing the demo in a medical setting where it can help gastroenterologist (medical doctors specialized on the gastrointestinal tract of the human body) finding similar cases in their image databases. This is important since doctors are not likely to recall when and where a similar case happened, but they usually know if there was something similar in the past and how it approximately looked. The demo application is available for the desktop application written in Processing 3 as well as for Android mobile phones and tablets.
